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Modern workplace challenges

- Reduce workplace costs
  - Use workplace resources more efficiently
  - Reduce real estate costs or better demonstrate value

- Engage and enable employees
  - Support activity based work and mobility
  - Provide a better overall employee experience

- Attract and retain talent
  - Enable seamless digital and physical collaboration
It all starts with the employee...

My contextual working ecosystem
(digital/physical)
My activity based work

My attributes
- My identity
- My role
- My metrics
- My workgroup
- My skill

My preferences
- Lighting
- Temperature
- Space
- Tools
- Learning

My workgroup

Complexity
- Knowledge management
- Intuitive/ease of use
- Contextual

Collaboration
- Voice, video communications
- Messaging (instant, e-mail, group chat)
- Scheduling
- Document sharing, co-authoring

Creativity
- Personalized
- Contextual
- Intuitive/ease of use

Empowerment
- Process workflows
- Online contextual learning
- Un-tethered, self-serve, on demand

HPE POINTNEXT
Build your Smart Digital Workplace capability model

**Connectivity**
- Wireless access and security
  - Encryption & segmentation

**Productivity**
- Office productivity
  - One identity
  - Unified productivity platform

**Collaboration**
- Communication and collaboration
  - Real-time collaboration
  - Voice, video, chat

**Intelligence**
- Enable intelligence
  - AI/ML automation
  - Contextual decisions
  - Behaviours

**Innovation**
- Experience innovation
  - Employee app
  - Visitor management
  - Personalized workplace
  - Building automation
  - Facilities analytics

**Foundational**
- Multi-vendor integration delivering cross-platform intelligence and security
Free talent by providing secure, pervasive access

“Give me un-tethered, consistent access to the right business resources, while protecting all other business assets.”

Single, self-serve login: Attach security and capacity controls based on identity.

Customized access to corporate resources

Access
- Who
- Where
- Using what
- How

Context
- Environmental factors
- Identity source
Create an environment that enables activity based work

Today

- Identity & Usage
- Access & Policy
- Education / Training

Each with its own:

Tomorrow

- Intelligent Collaboration Assistants
- Security

Unified/Uniform:
- One identity
- Single sign on
- Real-time collaboration
- Unified voice, video & chat
- Unified file store, backup & sharing
- Access & policy
- Education / training

Microsoft 365

“Give me a simple, seamless way to collaborate on demand.”
A user centric approach
Make engaging and productive spaces, blending physical workspaces with digital tools

“I want **technology to actively work for me** wherever I am in my workplace, always helping me to be as productive as possible.”

Smart mobile interaction with the physical workplace

Experience innovation increasing engagement and optimizing resources
Make engaging and productive spaces, blending physical workspaces with digital tools

**Smart mobile interaction with the physical workplace**
- Locate an available desk in Building 2
- Book the closest conference room for 20 minutes from now
- Tell me when my visitor is in the lobby
- Where is Jessica sitting today?
- How do I get to Building 4, Room 212?

**HPE myWorkplace app**
- Extensible
- Customizable
- Compatible

**Optimize resources while increasing engagement and productivity**

**Space efficiency and cost optimization**
HPE Intelligent Workplace

Internal deployment

- **HPE Intelligent Workplace, services:**
  - Advisory includes design and deploy of hardware, software
  - Support Services such as break fix, vendor management
  - Operational Services such as utilization reports

- **Capabilities:**
  - Effortlessly find your way around the building
  - Book spaces best suited to getting your work done
  - Make finding colleagues and other resources simple
  - Stay up to date and engage with site events
  - Easy access to issue reporting
  - Visitor and employee experience focus

- Also includes dashboards, content management, and data analytics
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